
Lightweight and portable
Ultra-wide field of view
Immersive sound experience
Intelligent voice interaction
Hassle-free solution
Convenient plug-and-play

     function

An Augmented Reality company
focuses on bridging the gap
between you and the world.

 

OUR
CONTACT 
Scan QR code to find more information!
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LEAVE
NOBODY
BEHIND

OUR PARTNERS

sales@rokid.ai

Private spatial sound
High-res, breathtaking display
Enhanced interaction
Slim, comfortable frame
Stylish, portable, and

     convenient

Large FOV everyday glasses

Rokid Air with high-res camera
to broaden more use cases
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Oil & Gas 
Energy
Heavy Machinery
Events & Exhibitions 
Aviation 
Biotech 
Healthcare
Retail
Logistics 
Warehouse

www.rokid.ai

ABOUT THE
COMPANY

Established in 2014, Rokid specializes
in the research and product
development of Mixed Reality and
Artificial Intelligence. With its mission
of “leave nobody behind”, Rokid
provides the extreme user experience,
superior products, consumer and
robust enterprise solutions for
development communities.

www.rokid.ai

Slim Frame and Improved Comfort
Lightweight design, 8-hour battery life, and
stress-relief features for long-term comfort
and wear. Weight: 96 g. 

Clear AR Display
Using industry-leading tech the display
features a 400:1 contrast ratio,
transmittance rate up to 85%, and 40°
ultra-wide field of view.

Lark Voice Interaction
Full voice interaction works in loud
environments and can accommodate
industrial noise exposure of 90 dB. 

Multimode Network
Supports 4G, WiFi, Bluetooth, and other
network environments, including private
networks and intranets.

General Application Scope
The split design is detachable and
comfortable to wear in many different
scenarios. 

 

Explosion-proof 
ATEX Zone 1 certified 

World’s First 5G AR Device
Equipped with a 5G module, the AR
headband facilitates the rapid deployment
of the Industrial IoT.

Multiple Language Interaction 
Supports multi-language automatic speech
recognition and can accommodate industrial
noise exposure of 90 dB.

Waterproof, Dust-proof, and Shockproof
Intrinsically safe and designed for high-risk
oil and gas, natural gas, chemical, electric
power, construction, and rail transport
industries. 

Industry Standard Encryption
Guarantees secure communication and the
prevention of information leaks. 

SOS and Knob Interaction
Features a one-button alarm and another
SOS button that can be independently set
and customized. 

We operate in vast industries including:


